Council job spot
• Divisional Manager – Badu,
Dauan, Mabuiag and           
St. Pauls                      
                     
• Animal Management Worker
– Kubin, Hammond and Iama
• Cleaner – Kubin
• Healthy Lifestyle Officer –   
Dauan, Hammond, Saibai &
Poruma
• Assistant Children Services
Worker – Badu
• Child Care Group Leader       
– Badu
• Casual Assistant Children
Services Worker x2 – Badu
For position descriptions please contact your
community Divisional Managers
or contact Simona Barkus:
T: (07) 4048 6218
F: (07) 4069 1868
E: Recruitment@TSIRC.qld.gov.au
Expressions of interest for positions or
applications: address the selection criteria,
including a resume and covering letter
by fax, email or post:
PO Box 501 Thursday Island, Qld 4875

Torres Strait Islanders are
encouraged to apply

Register your animals

Visit your divisional office &
register your pet for FREE!
When the new Cats & Dogs act is
implemented, registration costs
will apply - so make the most of
the free service today!

Kawau			

Those who wish to make a complaint to Council on
any of the above grounds must obtain and complete
the approved Complaint Form available from all
divisional Council offices and lodge directly with the
Chief Executive Officer by post, fax or email.
If you have a complaint regarding the performance
of Council staff or contractors, this should be made in
writing to the Executive Manager responsible for the
employee for internal investigation. The approved
Complaint Form does not apply to these complaints.
Be sure to include full details of the complaint and
your contact details. The Divisional manager is
available to assist you with filling out the complaint,
and returning it to the CEO.
Queries may be made to Council’s Compliance Officer
in the Legal Services Department on (07)4048 6200.

Have your say...
We would like to invite
community members to submit any
stories, photos or public notices they wish
to publish.
Send your ideas to:

info@tsirc.qld.gov.au
TORRES STRAIT ISLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL
TSIRC Lot 12 Francis Road Hammond Island Qld 4875
Ph: (07) 4048 6200 Fax: (07) 40691868
PO Box 501, Thursday Island Qld 4875

Yangukudul

The official newsletter of the
TORRES STRAIT ISLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL

Complaints to Council
Council has adopted a
Complaint Management
Process Policy for resolving
complaints regarding
issues such as Councillor
conduct, Council decisions,
the management of Counciloperated enterprises and Official misconduct which could amount to a criminal offence.

Kuikumabaigau 		
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Leaders Forum

Urgent message from the Mayor

T

o the people of the TSIRC Local Government area,
I have some bad news.

Prior to amalgamation, we have been actively advising the State Government that our current funding
arrangements fall short of what is needed to operate the Council.
Since amalgamation the State Government has made us jump
through hoops in order to quantify to them the shortfall we are
experiencing. The State Government commissioned the
Queensland Treasury Corporation to undertake a financial
sustainability review, which indicated that TSIRC is unsustainable
to the tune of $1.5 billion dollars over ten years. The case has been
put that the Island Council prior to amalgamation were
inadequately funded, and that this funding neglect since day one
of the establishment of the Island Councils has not improved. As
a result of the amalgamation and the CDEP reform we’ve had $16
million in grant funding withdrawn from us that was normally
readily available to Council’s in the past.
Fifteen Island Councils together with the Island Coordinating
Council was dissolved and amalgamated to form the Torres Strait
Island Regional Council, 4 of the Island Councils were under
financial administration. In other words the Regional Council was
handed a financial basketcase and in the past 3 years we have
turned around the financial controls of Council despite every thing
past to us and thrown at us.
We have completed every strategic and financial plan required by
government. In November 2010 after two and a half years Council
was in a solid position, and the Department of Local Government
and Planning placed a bid in the order of $8.8 million dollars to the
Budget Committee of the State Government with
recommendations that we receive these dollars. With these dollars
Council would be able to operate with only minor changes to the
delivery of services.

It is with a heavy heart the message I have to deliver is that to
balance the budget, services and jobs will be cut. Council did not
have to pass deficit budgets in previous years, we could have
balanced the budget and the communities would have felt the
pain at day one, it was a conscious decision not to do this, because
every position we kept was delivering the service the people of the
Torres Strait deserves, we were also confident that the requested
funding would be forthcoming.
The Council is meeting early July to work through the budget, and
once that has been finalised Council will be in a better position in
advising what services and how many jobs will be lost.
Be assured that we are not giving up and are very disappointed
with this decision of Government. I have personally written letters
to the Deputy Premier and Minister for Local Government the Hon
Paul Lucas, along with federal government ministers, I have also
requested urgent meetings with them to discuss the position this
places the people of the Torres Strait in. While the door has been
closed on us we have a window that we may be able to climb
through and that is a further presentation to the Cabinet Budget
Review Committee in July 2011, a positive outcome of that
presentation could secure the funding requested and the impact
on the service delivery and jobs will not be as severe.
As a contingency in case we do not receive the outcome we expect,
we are making an application to the
State Government to fund the
redundancy payments of those who
will unfortunately lose their job.
We are all praying that this July review
is a positive one, the Council will keep
you all informed.

God Bless
Unfortunately the State Government did not accept the submission
and recommendation; as such the TSIRC is in an unenvious position Cr Fred Gela
of where we have to balance our budget without this $8.8 million.
MAYOR

Cane
Toads
identified
on Mer

A selection of Torres Strait Island Regional Council Divisional
Managers attended a Leadership Forum in Townsville last month
held by Local Government Managers Australia (LGMA).
The ‘Future Leaders Forum’ was held for officers looking to further
their career in local government and was specifically
designed to be informative and interactive.
The Forum also provided delegates with a valuable
opportunity to network with some of Queensland’s
brightest talents.
The feedback from the forum was outstanding and
taught our Divisional Managers some valuable
leadership skills to take back to their communities.
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New skills for our radio operators
TSIRC RIBS/Radio Broadcast Operators
were recently invited to attend a
workshop on Thursday Island hosted by
Australian Film Television and Radio
School (AFTRS) along with the TSIMA
4MW crew.

AFTRS Radio Workshop. (Photo courtesy of Torres News.)

A range of training sessions were
covered to give the operators an
understanding of the different sectors

and formats in radio, working out what
their audiences want to hear and
technical training including developing
pre-recorded packages and audio
production.
So tune into your local station to hear
some new and improved techniques,
while receiving community news and
Council updates.

Badu Enterprise Divestment
Council is pleased to announce that by 30 June 2011,
the Badu Fuel Station, Quarry, RTC, Nursery, Contractor’s
Accommodation and Motel will have been divested from
Council management to that of the Badu Island
Foundation Ltd, being a community organisation on
Badu Island charged with the responsibility of ensuring
economic development for the future of Badu Island.
This is the first step in the regional divestment of
Council-operated enterprises to community
organisations in the Torres Strait. Exciting new upgrades
to Badu Island Foundation businesses are expected to
soon occur for the benefit of the residents of Badu Island.

Badu Nursery

Council is currently working closely with successful
community organisation Tenderers on Saibai, Mer, Masig
and St Paul’s communities for the next stage of
enterprise divestment which is anticipated to be
complete by end of 2011.
Badu Quarry

ROUND 2 of tenders for divestment of enterprises in
remaining divisions will soon be advertised in the Torres
News and on public notice boards and will remain open
for tenders for 21 days. If you or someone else is
interested in acquiring a Council enterprise, keep watch
for further details.
For further details, contact Council’s Compliance Officer
in the Legal Services Department on (07)4048 6200.

Badu Tama Mudh Motel

Badu Quarry

C

ane toads have been identified on Mer and
must be stopped before they multiply.
Cane toads predate on native species.
They not only eat insects and bugs, but also
small lizards, native frogs etc.
They are almost immune to larger animals predating on
them because of their poison glands.
Almost every animal that eats them will in turn die from
this toxin, so therefore these bigger native animals and
birds are also at risk from the cane toad.
Community members are urged to have a look around
their backyards when the toads come out to feed in the
evening and capture them.
There will be a ‘toad hunt’ day nominated by Council
and more information will be provided, but until then,
please do your part for the community and stop these
toads from making Mer their home.

Special presentation
for long-service
Mayor Gela and Cr. Guivarra of Badu
Island awarded Aki Nona (below
right) and Aporia Phineasa (above)
with certificates for their long service
to Council. Mayor Gela said that the
kind of commitment found among
the best employees was a singleminded passion for what they did.
An unwavering desire for
excellence in the way they
thought and the way they
worked.
He said that both Aki and Aporia
displayed
dedication and
commitment
for what they
did and was
grateful for their
service over the
decades.

Councillor’s
Corner

I must first and foremost acknowledge our creator,
redeemer and sanctifier.
My thoughts and prayers go out to our elders, young people
and children along with our spiritual and political leaders,
and leaders in all walks of life across the width and breadth
of our beautiful homeland - the Torres Strait.
Around the globe and especially in our region it is often
considered to be a common human behaviour for people to
speak about one famous term of the English language in its
noun form; and that is ‘unity’.
In our daily conversations we often say things such as: “we
need to establish unity in force; unity in spirit, etcetera, to
seek solutions together in order to address all of our daily
challenging situations and circumstances.” However, to
establish ‘unity’, efforts and struggles need to be taken by
individuals and/or groups to come together to accomplish
their well-perceived intentions.
We very seldom use the term ‘unit’ in our daily conversation.
For as in any matter, if we, as a group of individuals, consider
ourselves to be of a ‘unit,’ the only effort that will be required
of us is to accept the fact that we are ‘it’ – we are people of
one Torres Strait nation – with one voice and even with one
heartbeat – a ‘unit’.
My own Meriam terminology ‘Uzer Kubge Eskedi’ literally
means ‘a single paddle can only stand upright when it is
bind together with a group of other paddles’ - in English
Terminology it means ‘in unity we stand and divided we fall.’
In our Torres Strait Creole; when we say ‘Yupla; figuratively
Yupla cannot go without Mipla and Dempla. However,
when we say Yumpla, every single one of us is counted and
included in the ‘unity’ of our nation of people.
I hope that Torres Strait men and women, girls and boys
will identify all manner of challenging issues by finding a
common ground and walking together to achieve our longexpected goal.
Nothing more gives me the ultimate privilege than to work
together in harmony with my people to arrive at our own
preferred destination.
Cr. Ron B. Day
Division 15
MER Island.

Mabo Day activities at Boigu IKC

Boigu Island’s
Indigenous Knowledge
Centre (IKC) decorated the centre
and hosted activities on Mabo Day
for the children.

Above: Boigu Island
children enjoy Mabo Day
activities at the IKC.

TSIRC is pleased
to announce that
work has
commenced to
restore essential
public assets that
have been affected by cyclones.
Council recieved a 10 million dollar
grant from the National Disaster
Relief and Recovery Arrangements
fund as a result of monsoonal
flooding and tropical cyclones Olga,
Neville, Ului and Paul which
occurred between January and April
2010.
The grant will be utilised to restore
essential public assets (primarily
roads), damaged by these events.
A significant amount of the grant

Congratulations
IBIS Chief Executive
Officer Ian Copeland
and colleague
Jennifer Bartlett
represented IBIS
as a finalist at the
Workforce Council
presentation Awards
in Brisbane last month.
Mr Copeland said he was very proud to
announce that they won the Excellence in
Workforce Achievement in a Regional and
Remote setting.
“It is also recognition of each and every one
of you and the part you play in delivering
these positive outcomes for our
organisation.” Mr Copeland said.
TSIRC would like to congratulate IBIS on
their award and thank them for the great job
they do in our communities.

Thanks

Among the range of activities was a video presentation
on the history of Eddie Mabo, face painting, colouring
in posters, singing, cultural dancing and more.

TSIRC Hammond
Island would like to publically thank the Business Services
Manager at Tagai TAFE, Regina Turner.
The TAFE recently had their keying system
changed and the locksmith was capable of
unlocking safes even if the combination was
forgotten. When TSIRC Hammond Island was
unable to open its safe, Regina forwarded the
locksmith to Hammond to assist.

T he 2011 Torres Strait
will be taken up through barging,
materials and transportation costs
involved with the logistical
difficulties of working in the Torres
Strait.
The work commenced on the May
23 with a completion date of 12
months from commencement.
With the crews working hard on
roads on a number of islands in our
region, we ask for patience and
understanding from residents while
work is being undertaken in their
neighbourhood.

State-of-the-art
conference &
training rooms
in Cairns

Census Area Supervisors
have been appointed and
will be visiting
communities in the coming weeks
to recruit collectors.
Area Supervisors are:
Top Western: Heather Morseau
Near Western (inc. Hammond): Charles Passi
Central (inc. Masig): Ted Fraser
Collector interviews will be taking place for
those who have expressed interest.
Please see your community notice board for
visiting dates or contact Councillor Pearson
on 0437 805 688 if you would like to find out
more information.

available
for hire!
Part of the research team for pandemic influenza Jaclyn Mills and
Jenny Kelly travelled throughout the Strait conducting research.

Research Project

A research team from
James Cook University
with research partners
from other organisations, such as Aboriginal
Medical Services, Curtin
University and local
Councils is working with
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander
Researchers: Susan
communities in North
Reilly, Jaclyn Mills
and Jenny Kelly.
Queensland, the Torres Strait,
the Kimberley (WA) and rural NSW, to look for
common concerns and develop locally acceptable
containment strategies for pandemic influenza. The TSIRC
have provided valuable support to enable the Torres Strait
to be included as a research site.
The current National Action Plan for Human Influenza
Pandemic will be imposed on Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities in a “one size fits all” approach. The
team’s previous work has shown that parts of the National
Action Plan for Human Influenza Pandemic about
containing and controlling the flu may not work well in
Indigenous communities. The main issues that make this
plan difficult for Indigenous communities are: poor access
to health services, suspicion about Government programs;
fear about “control” measures; and keeping people at home
as the plan recommends will be unlikely to be successful
due to the large numbers of people living in some houses.
Staff from JCU employed and trained a Torres Strait Islander
as a Research Assistant to collect information from community members in the Torres Strait. A large focus on this role
was to arrange and conduct interviews with locals about
their understanding of flu and ways to limit its spread. This
information is currently being analysed and a report will
be available by December. If anyone would like further
information about this work please see our website www.
flunews.org.au or contact Jenny Kelly on jenny.kelly@jcu.
edu.au or phone 47815028.

TSIRC have officially
opened its new
premises in the
heart of Cairns on
Grafton Street.
Council is happy
to announce
that its
specifically
designed
committee and
conference
rooms will be
available for
external hire
thanks to a specific
government grant
that allows Council
to lease out the
facility.
If you are an organisation that is looking for a central
location to host workshops, conferences or smaller
meetings - our facilities are ideal for you.
There is kitchen and toilet access along with all
modern conveniences.
The committee room seats approximately 15 people
at one large table and features interactive video
conferencing, a data projector and internet access.
The conference/
workshop room is
spaciously
designed to seat up
to 150 people.
Tables and chairs
are available to the
host to position
in the conference
room as required.
The room has a data
projector and an
interactive
whiteboard.
For pricing and further
information please
contact Council on
(07) 4048 6200.

Carnival
Dauan’s Easter Carnival was
bought back to life after two
years absence due to health
threats in the region such as
swine flu.
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The carnival involved the
cluster of islands including
Boigu and Saibai and Dauan
Councillor Torenzo Elisala said
that he hopes to invite other
communities next year.
There were a range of sporting
events including touch
football, volleyball, activities
and celebrations.

Visit TSIRC at the Careers Expo’s!
TSIRC will have a stall at Tagai State College Careers Market on Thursday Island on July
20 and will also be present at the FOGS Indigenous Employment and Careers Expo in
Townsville on July 27.
Make sure you drop by our stall for a chat with one of our staff members about career
opportunities within local government. While you’re there you can also pick up some
information and a bag full of goodies!

Responsive Maintenance Repairs
Responsive maintenance repairs are classified as reporting
something that has broken or is not working properly at the
tenants address. For example kitchen tap is leaking, fan not
working, leaking roof, hot water not working, door lock not
working.
The response times nominated below are for how long the
tradesman has to contact the tenant or TSIRC to book a time
to undertake repairs.
Tenants are encouraged to contact the call centre directly
either through the blue phone provided on each
community or via the 1300 738 616 number. Call’s made
through the blue phone are free or the 1300 number at the
cost of local call.
When tenants call the call centre they are encouraged to
have a pen and paper as at the end of the call the operator will give the tenant a reference number. Tenants can
then call back at a later date quoting the reference number

if they have any
queries that relate to
their maintenance
request.
Tenants can report
maintenance requests
to the housing officer who will phone the request through to
the call centre on behalf of the tenants.
The call centre will advise at the time of the call what
priority is given to each job. This does not mean that the issue
will be rectified within an hour if it is identified as high priority,
it simply means a representative will make contact with the
tenant to reassure them that the necessary works orders has
been raised and will be inspected and rectified as soon as it is
practicable.

All Images of Sea Swift ‘Island of Origin’
2011 on Badu Island.

Engineering review visits 9 communities
The Department of Local Government and Planning (DLGP) along with TSIRC Engineering representatives visited nine
communities to review water and wastewater facilities, O&M issues, MIP and HEMTP projects completed and
proposed, while also auditing water tests and procedures.
The visitors met with the TSIRC staff at the Engineering facility based on Thursday Island
and also went to Hammond, Kubin, St Pauls, Badu, Iama, Poruma, Warraber and Masig.
The trip helped the DLGP understand the duties of TSIRC Engineering staff and
appreciate the various challenges they face in operating across the TSIRC region.

TSIRC Environmental Health Workers and Animal Management Workers
participated in a workshop in Cairns last month hosted in conjunction
with Queensland Health, the Torres Strait and NPA Health Service District, Cairns Public Health Unit, Tropical Regional Services, Biosecurity
Queensland, Dengue Action Response Team, Scientific Advisory Services and Australia Quarantine and Inspection Service.
The workshop covered both theory and practical tasks
and was closed by TSIRC Mayor Fred Gela.
Mayor Gela said that from water sampling, mosquito
control, community education, bettering
infrastructure, monitoring food
and safety quality and waste
disposal, to animal care and
control – these workers make
a substantial impact on the
long term sustainability of our
region.

TSIRC highlighted issues with logistic and coordination
required to transport monthly water and wastewater
samples to the laboratory in Cairns for
testing to fulfil TSIRC
Legislative requirements.
Discussions also took place
regarding enhancements
to the new Sub Agreement
reporting requirements for the
monthly, quarterly and annual
reports submitted by TSIRC to
DLGP.

Under 8’s Day

Environmental Health & Animal
Management Workshop

News from Kubin

The Kubin school hosted an Under 8’s Day especially for
children eight years and under.
The children’s families were invited to the event which
is held annually for the young kids in the community.
There was face painting, sack races, apple bobbing,
bead making and weaving included in the many
activities.
The day was finished up with the barbeque and DVD.
TSIRC understand the importance of
nurturing and supporting our
future generations.

Telstra Tower upgrade

The Telstra tower on
Kubin is the biggest
tower in the Torres Strait
Island Regional Council
district.
It routes connection
from the outer islands to
Thursday Island.

Healthy Lifestyle
Officers begin
TSIRC have employed Healthy Lifestyle
Officers to promote health and physical
activity within communities.
Their induction was in Cairns last month which covered a
range of Council protocols, roles and responsibilities,
developing work plans, measuring outcomes, reporting
and more. Other topics included active recreation, sport,
health promotion, combating chronic disease, drug and
alcohol awareness.

There have been major
upgrades taking place
on the tower over the
months and the
community are pleased
to see it nearing
completion.

The role of the Healthy Lifestyle Officer will be to increase
people’s awareness of the importance of physical activity and
healthy eating.
They will make available proven and appropriate physical
activity, healthy eating and healthy lifestyle
programs and form partnerships with the
community and key stakeholders to develop and
apply health promotion and community
development programs.
They will also be responsible for developing
recreation programs that encourage community
participation in active pursuits that result in the
improvement of individual health.
We look forward to the many great projects ahead
and to a healthier future for the Torres Strait.

Upgrades have been
taking place to the Kubin
Tower and other smaller
towers in the region to
bring the Torres Strait
up to the standard of
the rest of the country
in terms of fixed phone
lines and connectivity.
It will however, not
address the issues that
people face with mobile
reception.
Kubin Telstra Tower

Boigu Island

Day is not only about recognising
M abo
Eddie Koiki Mabo’s victory in the high court

–it is about the spirit and fight of the Torres
Strait Islander.
His battle is written in the history books for all to
see. Today is a day set aside to remember this battle
and acknowledge what happened, but it is also a
day of inspiration to stand up for what we believe
in and fight for justice. We thank Eddie Mabo for
instilling those values in our people and showing
us that no fight is too great a challenge.
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Our land is who we are, embedded with the
culture we live and breath.
Thanks to Eddie Mabo, we now have legal rights to
own and protect our land. The land we stand upon
today.
Eddie Mabo’s accomplishments, values and
determination are those upheld by the Torres Strait
Island Regional Council and we, as an
organisation, operating for the people of the
Torres Straits would like to thank him and his
family for such a great achievement.

